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By Katie Reus

Headline Publishing Group. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Edge of Danger, Katie
Reus, Danger. Thrills. Action. Suspense. No holds barred in New York Times bestseller Katie Reus's
Deadly Ops series. Fans of Karen Rose, Julie Garwood, Pamela Clare and Kendra Elliot - be
prepared for Deadly Ops. It's been the week from hell for undercover agent Tucker Pankov. With his
boss murdered and his elite team stripped of their top-security privileges, it's clear they're targets
of an elaborate plot. Tucker has one shot to uncover the truth - so he kidnaps the only woman who
can save them. National Security Agent Karen Stafford is at the top of her game. Fiercely
independent, she refuses to be told what to do. But when Tucker is framed for a fatal terrorist
attack she believes in his innocence and is determined to clear his name. As the investigation heats
up, so does Tucker and Karen's powerful chemistry. But this conspiracy runs terrifyingly deep.
Their enemies are dangerously close - putting any chance of a life together in lethal jeopardy.Don't
stop here - check out Katie Reus's other Deadly Ops novels: Targeted, Bound to Danger, Shattered
Duty and Chasing Danger.
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ReviewsReviews

Without doubt, this is the very best operate by any publisher. Indeed, it can be enjoy, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. You may like how
the writer compose this pdf.
-- Toni Bechtelar-- Toni Bechtelar

This ebook is wonderful. It generally fails to price too much. Your lifestyle period will be transform as soon as you comprehensive reading this ebook.
-- Otho Bergstrom-- Otho Bergstrom
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